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ARD THOUGH it may be to

believe, we are, once again,

on the threshold of the

yearling sales season. By the time

August is over and the leaves on the

trees at Kingsley Park are turning

brown, Mark and Charlie will have been

in the thick of it; the Arqana August

Yearling Sale kicks off on August 14,

and the Goffs UK Premier Yearling Sale

will also be done and dusted by the end

of the month.

The recent win of Dr Jim Walker’s

Value Theory at Newmarket prompted

Mark to outline his own version of

‘value theory’ in the popular

‘Bletherings’ section of the Johnston

Racing website (www.johnston.racing).

Noting that many of the names Dr

Jim has given to his horses derive from

his profession as an economist, Mark

goes on to explain that ‘value theory’

could equally be applied to his own

modus operandi and his approach

generally to the yearling sales season.

‘It needs to be remembered,’ writes

Mark, ‘when judging the success, or

otherwise, of a buyer at the yearling

sales, that the yearlings bought are not

necessarily the ones the buyer wanted

most but are, for some of us, the ones

we could afford. 

‘That certainly applies to me and it is

well publicised that I select yearlings

first on pedigree and only look at those

that meet our established criteria. 

‘Then, of the many hundreds which

Charlie and I look at, some will be

excluded on conformation, looks or

soundness, but the vast majority will be

followed to the ring because they could

be worth buying at the right price. 

‘This is my “value theory” and it has

helped us buy many exceptionally good

horses for very little money.’

That theory has been proved

spectacularly successful in recent years.

The triple Group 3 winner Rose of

Kildare was purchased for €3,000, the

Listed winner Victory Command for

6,000gns and the Group 2 winner, Dark

Vision for 15,000gns. By any standards,

these horses proved to be incredibly

good buys for their owners, underlining

Mark and Charlie’s deserved reputation

as skilled operators at the yearling sales.

Each of those horses was bought ‘on

spec’; that is, Mark staked his own

money on the purchase transactions in

the hope that he would be able to find a

buyer at a later date. 

There is an inevitability about having

to operate in this manner in the current

economic climate, but where an owner

is able to give an advance order for a

yearling, Mark and Charlie are given a

competitive advantage in the bidding. 

N simple terms, they can bid to an

agreed level, secure in the

knowledge that an owner is lined

up to pay for the yearling, rather than

bid from a position of weakness,

balancing the financial risk of buying

on spec against the desirability of

acquiring a particular individual.

Mark and Charlie relish the quest for

value which the yearling sales

represent, and they would be delighted

to receive advance orders from new or

existing owners in the yard.

Mark’s own ‘value theory’
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Charlie bought Rose of Kildare
for €3,000 as a yearling


